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The emerging Internet of Things needs edge-computing - this is
an established fact. In turn, edge computing needs infrastructure
decentralisation. What is not necessarily established yet is that
infrastructure decentralisation needs a distributed model of Internet
governance and decentralised trust schemes. We discuss the features
of a decentralised IoT and edge-computing ecosystem and list the
components that need to be designed, as well the challenges that
need to be addressed.
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1 COMPUTE DECENTRALISATION
During the past twenty years (or so) we have been witnessing a
continuous trend towards centralising Internet content delivery
and application-oriented computation. Centralisation led to the
development of massive scale data-centres (commonly referred to
as “the cloud"), which is the place where 90% of user requests end
up being executed. Although this trend served well the purpose
of the Internet as we know it today, and was also inline with the
demand of economies of scale, it is certainly not fit for purpose for
future applications. The 5G architecture and the emerging Internet
of Things will demand for applications that respond in sub-msec
latencies. Such applications cannot tolerate the response-latency of
centralised computations siloed behind closed walls, typically in
far-away data-centres.
Edge-/Fog-computing has been proposed as a complementary
paradigm to the cloud. Its main premise is the de-centralisation of
the cloud into multiple smaller scale computing devices, or cloudlets
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(ranging from mini-data centres to WiFi APs and to single-board
computers), largely referred to as “computation spots”.
The expectation from the mobile edge-/fog-computing paradigm
presents, to a certain extent, similarities to the caching era of the
90s. That is, similarly to the move from servers acting as the sole
providers of static content to proxy caches, and more recently ubiq-
uitous in-network caches (in the ICN area) [34], [33], [19], [35], [24]
the edge-computing paradigm is attempting a shift of computation
closer to the users [13], [31], [11], [25], [14]. By and large, the ratio-
nale behind deploying proxy caches was: i) reduce response delay
to end-users, ii) reduce core-network traffic, and, iii) reduce server
load. Moving to the edge-/fog-computing paradigm, we could realis-
tically argue that the motivation and expectation is roughly similar:
move network functions and user-facing applications closer to the
users to reduce response delay and network traffic towards the core
[13], [10], [27], [23].
Interestingly, there is one more dimension that can severely af-
fect the performance of an edge-computing system - as opposed
to proxy-caching functionality. That is, resolving functions, i.e.,
computation functionality, on the fly is impossible to handle by the
current DNS infrastructure. Functions can get instantiated and dis-
solved in a matter of seconds and need to be resolved and executed
withinmsecs , while normal DNS entries are updated a few orders
of magnitude slower, i.e., in the order of minutes, if not much longer.
A computation-centric paradigm, where functions are packaged
in lightweight virtualisation environments [26], e.g., Unikernels
[21], [22], and are explicitly addressed in user requests is a cen-
tral component of the system. Requests carry input parameters
for the function, while functions are stateless and can therefore be
executed at any network node (see Serverless architecture [15]).
2 REMOVING TRUST
There is one extra challenge in case of distributed edge and fog
computing, which has not been encountered before and which is
likely to influence significantly adoption of the paradigm: Internet
infrastructure governance, or in order words, who is owning and
managing the edge-computing infrastructure and who to trust when
using edge Internet services. In the current Internet landscape, infras-
tructure is owned and operated (in obscure ways) by an oligopoly of
“tech giants" - the likes of Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook and
Akamai. This model has worked relatively well in terms of perfor-
mance1 so far, but it is questionable whether a similar model would
work well in case of a distributed edge computing environment.
Firstly, it is easy to technically manage (and provide relatively
acceptable performance for) a few centralised computation facto-
ries, but almost impossible to manage and administer billions of
computation spots centrally. Secondly, innovation reaches a thresh-
old difficult to pass when infrastructure stays behind closed doors.
1Although it has failed its users hugely in terms of privacy.
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Thirdly, it is embarrassing to witness that after 40 years of intense
research, engineering and development, if a link to the centralised
infrastructure fails the most basic Internet functionalities break.2 In-
stead, it is reasonable to assume that a Distributed Edge Computing
infrastructure, which will be responsible for vital applications, such
as driving our cars, will be run by a multitude of players operating
closer to the end-user. Clearly, performance, security and privacy
need to come to the forefront of attention, as such applications will
soon be responsible for extremely latency-sensitive applications
that will manage central and in many cases life-threatening aspects
of our lives.
To remove centralisation is to remove the trust from the infras-
tructure provider.
Whether one trusts the tech giants or not, by using their infras-
tructure one silently accepts that they will do their best to provide
high performance, security and privacy. Moving to a decentralised
and distributed governance model, users will have to trust un-
known operators, companies and platforms (mostly in the form of
Decentralised Autonomous Organisations - DAOs [32]), effectively
removing trust from today’s Internet ecosystem landscape.
Recent advances in cryptography and Distributed Ledger Tech-
nology (aka blockchain) can be of significant contribution at this
point. Distributed ledgers can track and record any transaction
between any two entities in a trustless manner in an immutable
history record. Security can be improved and privacy can be guar-
anteed. Despite performance issues of current blockchain systems
[8], [20] (which are receiving significant attention and are expected
to be solved in the near future), the important point is this:
Computing infrastructure can be distributed to billions of stor-
age and computation spots, operated by anyone who can in-
novate on it, while governance can become decentralised and
guarantee higher levels of security and privacy than the current
infrastructure.
Distributed computing between trustless nodes is an en-
abler for ubiquitous computing, where any spare computation
cycle or memory space can be exploited to store and execute latency-
sensitive applications in geographically close locations. In turn,
latency to reach the computation spot is reduced, execution time
within the computation spot is kept to a minimum and applications
are guaranteed to receive timely responses.
3 COMPONENTS AND CHALLENGES
Computation-CentricArchitecture: New computation-centric
architectures are needed to address the need for fast resolution of
network functions that are executed at the edges of the network
[17], [28]. The ultimate purpose of such architectures is to alleviate
the need for costly, in terms of latency, communication to DNS-like
resolution services and therefore, improve end-user and application
QoS. In order to address this challenge, we need to move away
from the current host-based paradigm and adopt an Information-
and Computation-Centric model, where user requests are directly
addressing Information [34] and Computation [17].
2Amazon Web Services (AWS) holds a 40% share of the cloud-server market. When
AWS’s Virginia datacenter had an outage, a significant part of the web went offline [29].
Secure Payment System: In an open, non-walled garden and
decentralised cloud computing environment, execution nodes are
owned by multiple stakeholders, while requestors do not know
which nodes will execute their tasks and thus whom to pay. The
threat model has several dimensions: users do not want to pay for
yet unfinished or unverified tasks; on the other hand, an execution
node receiving a request does not want to use its resources without
making sure that it will eventually be paid. An efficient and secure
payment system is essential and can determine the future success
of decentralised storage and computing [9], [18]. Accounting, ac-
countability and transaction verification can be supported through
blockchain technology, while a robust design for micropayments
can be implemented on top of off-chain payment channels [9].
Rewards: The peer-to-peer networking area was hugely suc-
cessful, but has failed to get adopted as the mainstream model for
content distribution. Although part of the reason was the fact that
ISPs were not comfortable with the traffic model, limited user par-
ticipation (i.e., seeding) played a significant role. It turns out that
rewards are a very important part of any decentralised system. That
said, moving to a decentralised Internet infrastructure where any
individual or company can provide own resources for content stor-
age/delivery and computation needs to be coupled with a robust,
fair and scalable business model and reward scheme.
Several platforms are being developed at the moment to de-
centralise storage [4], [7], [5] and computing [2], [6], [3], [1] and
reward end-users for their contribution to the network. Reward
models based on cryptographic tokens (aka cryptocurrencies) have
not been developed yet and the new area of cryptoeconomics or
tokenomics is emerging as an essential component of the system.
Cryptoeconomic models need to take into account a variety of fac-
tors ranging from technical and objective factors ([14], [16], [30]),
e.g., system stability and scalability, resource scarcity and conver-
gence to equilibrium, to less-technical and subjective ones, e.g.,
user-perceived privacy, QoE and incentives.
Programmable Privacy: Privacy-violating services and secu-
rity breaches from cloud-based IoT companies are revealed almost
daily. This has made users very reluctant to engage to new ser-
vices and is likely to influence the overall adoption and integra-
tion of edge-computing in general and IoT in particular. Identity
verification and access control to private user data ([12]) can be
automatically granted (or denied) if specific rules, programmed in
smart contracts (and recorded on the blockchain), are met. The com-
munity needs to not only re-define user-privacy, but also develop
new software structures to grant access to sensitive personal data
if the rules programmed in the smart contract are met, but most
importantly support access right revocation if specific conditions
change over time (e.g., if personal data get used in undesired ways).
The ultimate challenge is therefore, to bridge the gap between the
established Internet infrastructure and related protocols and the new
development activities in the areas of information security, privacy
and distributed ledger technology. Instead of being seen as an after-
thought, security, privacy and trust need to come to the forefront
of research, design and development. The amalgamation of these
areas at large can together lay the ground for the deployment of
decentralised, distributed, trustless edge computing and ultimately
the Internet of Things.
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